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Green Beans, the Neighborhood Co -Op, Cooking, and Nutritional Living Center
by

Amee Ricketts Mungo, Interior Environments Masters Degree Candidate,
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia.

abstract
Taking the time to learn how to eat healthfully and prepare nutritious meals has become a problem in today’s modern living. 66
percent of American adults are overweight and 19 percent of American children are overweight1. Constrained by the demands of
work, raising families, and other daily commitments leaves little time for taking care of one’s nutritional needs in a simple, healthy, and
efficient manner.
This thesis strives to achieve a well designed neighborhood center that warmly invites customers to learn about the importance of
nutrition and the effects our food choices have on our overall health, how to shop for healthy food choices, and the preparation
of weekly meals in a friendly, non-intimidating environment. Customers will also have the opportunity to seek nutritional counseling
advice, attend cooking classes, and participate in weekly meal preparation activities.
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Code Overlay

Introduction

Americans are time-starved every week when it comes time for basic nutritional needs and taking care of ourselves. With the average
work week at 46 hours2 and startling statistics that 66% of Americans are overweight or obese3, it is no wonder that finding the time
to educate ourselves on healthful eating, shop for groceries, and prepare meals for ourselves and families has become a huge
challenge to millions of Americans.
The purpose of this thesis is to design a community co-op and nutritional center that promotes healthy living, nutritional awareness,
education and counseling, cooking classes for simple and nutritious meals, and provides a neighborhood market for customers to
shop for weekly groceries and assemble meals for the week(s) ahead.
This center will be located in the Fan district of Richmond, VA. The design will focus on promoting healthy living to all neighborhood
residents. Customers may use the center to learn about nutrition, meet individually with counselors, learn to cook simple and healthful
meals for themselves and families, and shop for weekly groceries; all in a community setting.
The proposed center is a culmination of many thoughts surrounding the overweight/obesity epidemic here in the United States. The
statistics are startling, 66% of adult Americans are overweight or obese and 19% of American children are overweight4. The divorce
rate is at 45.8% 5 which means that more and more households are single working parents with very little time for nutritional education
and healthy meal preparation.
Many design solutions exist to help Americans with unhealthy eating habits, lack of nutritional education, inability to cook nutritionally
balanced and quick meals, and a place to shop for healthful groceries. Nutritional clinics/doctors’ offices offer education and
counseling to those whom seek help. Culinary retail outlets such as Sur La Table or Mise en Place in Shockoe Bottom provide cooking
classes to the public. Weekly meal preparation centers such as My Girlfriend’s Kitchen, usually found in the suburbs, offer customers
the opportunity to come to the store and prepare refrigerator or freezer ready meals to take home and use throughout the following
weeks. And finally, grocery stores with a focus on whole and healthy foods such Ellwood Thompson’s or Whole Foods provide more
organic, sustainable, and locally raised grocery choices for customers.
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All of these places solve pieces of the overall problem, but none provide a convenient, one-stop shopping, preparation and
education solution.
The proposed design solution, Green Beans, is a design plan that will incorporate a neighborhood co-op, cooking, meal preparation,
and nutritional living center in the heart of the Fan district of Richmond, VA.
b.

Design Manifesto

I believe that Design should be treated as a proper noun, rather than an average verb.
Design transcends personal and tangible experiences. I believe that Design is the manifestation of our perceptions and wishes for
the world. Design encompasses much that we believe, our actions, our interactions, our judgments, our appreciation and therefore
sometimes our non-engagement with the world around us.
Design greets us first thing in the morning as we embark on our daily routine, it is present in the way we grip our toothbrush, in the
grocery store parking lot, in the grocery store, and on the city streets that we travel. Design is under us – supporting us in mundane
municipal ways such as water services, sewage, and bringing electricity to our homes. We wear Design, we speak a Designed
language, and we react to and interact with architectural and interior design daily.
Design largely affects my view the world and the mood I embody on any given day. I walk into a room and singularly, without
knowing it, I might be affected by the lighting, the placement of a chair, the use of a color, or the abrasive posture of another
person in the room.
While not completely ubiquitous, I believe that Design is present on both the large and small scales of life. The simplicity of Design can
yield the greatest of small pleasures in our daily worlds. So often we look to grand museums and historic monuments and temples as
our only true references to great design. However, it is the smaller functionalities and hints of environment that make our lives easier,
happier, more sensible, intuitive, and less stressful.
Design – a humble and mundane presence.
I am grateful for the design of my dog’s leash. His leash extends to 16 – 20 feet, the length of which I control simply by deploying my
thumb to the base of the leash’s handle. This small functionality has liberated both my dog and I. He is not relegated to the 6 feet of
limp leash that we had when he was a puppy. He is free to explore the 16 feet that surrounds us on our daily walks, which allows me
to keep up my walking pace while he happily sniffs our urban jungle. The leash’s design yields a happy synchronicity between human
and dog, and therefore a cheerful and mood lifting walk for both of us.
Design – the nuances of environment.
Design can not only be touched and viewed, but also heard. I think of autistic children, one little boy in particular who couldn’t sleep
at night. He had communicated to his therapist that the room was noisy. His parents, bewildered by this discovery, could not figure
out the problem, the house was silent at night. The little boy was not referring to audible noise, but the busyness of the fire trucks and
engines on his bedroom wallpaper. The busy wallpaper created noise to him. The wallpaper was removed and the little boy slept.
12
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The above represent simple and elegant beliefs that Design is equally present in the details and nuances of
Amee Ricketts Mungo
everyday living. While not always acknowledged or celebrated on large public scales, the subconscious of
Design –the increased ease of use of everyday items, the spare approach to interior design to create more
comfortable and functional living, and the thoughtful layout of space to alleviate chaos and encourage
interaction and engagement with the world around us – formulate my beliefs of Design. This acknowledgement guides me in my
practice of interior design.
c.

Site Documentation

The Visual Arts Center, Richmond VA
Context
The current site of the Visual Arts Center of Richmond was selected for Green Beans. Located at 1812 W. Main Street on the southern
boundary of Richmond’s Fan neighborhood, the urban location and rich diversity of socio-economic resident population is ideal for
the goals of Green Beans: bringing healthy living and nutritional education to everyone in the community; regardless of race, age,
and economic status. Other adjacent communities such as Oregon Hill, Carver, the Museum District, Newtowne East, and Randolph
complete the greater urban Near West area of Richmond5.
M ission and History
The Visual Arts Center of Richmond engages the community in the creative process through the visual arts.
In 1963 Elisabeth Scott Bocock founded the Hand Workshop because she wanted young people to learn to work and create with their
hands. Today, the Visual Arts Center remains at the heart of the Richmond arts community6.
Building History
The original site where the Visual Arts Center sits today was once the Virginia Dairy. Virginia Dairy was a milk processing plant that
was composed of East and West buildings, joined by one large drive-thru bay for the dairy trucks. The East side held the Research &
Development. The West side of the building held administrative offices. The two were separated by a large drive-thru bay where the
dairy trucks would enter, be cleaned and sterilized, and refilled. The farthest west area of the building was usually rented out to other
businesses. These businesses included at one time a Taxi dispatch and Hugh’s Ice Cream.
In the late 1960’s / early 1970’s C.W. Springle and his son J.T. bought the building and rented it out for storage. In 1985 The Visual Arts
center occupied the East side of the building with plans to eventually buy the entire site. In December 2002 the plan became a reality
and the Visual Arts center bought the entire 30,000 square foot plot of land and building. Since then the building has undergone an
extensive renovation that debuted to the public in 2007.
Throughout the renovation contractors and the Visual Arts staff rediscovered the building’s old charm and character, taking careful
practice to keep the rugged beams and exposed infrastructure of the building while creating an efficient, safe and secure arts center
for students. Quoting Malinda Collier of the Visual Arts Center, “the renovation reinvented the industrial nature of the building.” The
Visual Arts Center Building is considered a contributing structure in a historic district and enjoys tax credits under the 105 3c status7.
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Existing Building
Floor Plan

Existing South Facing Elevation

Existing Building First Floor
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Existing Building Second Floor Plan

GreenBeans

Key

1. Current Site of Visual Arts Center
2.	Parking Lot East of Visual Arts Center. The Center currently owns this lot
3.	Vacant field across Main Street to the Visual Arts Center. Proposed
future site for additional customer parking and bike racks.

Amee Ricketts Mungo

1

3

Neighborhood Satellite Map
Satellite images provided by Google Earth

Existing Site Map with Parking Indications
Satellite images provided by Google Earth
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d.

Code Overlay

Use of Space
Square Footage of Occupancy
Number of Floors
Occupancy Load
Lavatories
Drinking Fountains
Egress Means
Accessibility Areas

Mercantile
42,000
2
700
1 Male, 1 Female per floor
1 required, 2 are programmed
See diagram.
Elevator, Restrooms (3 ADA per floor). See
diagram

Access and Egress
Elevator
Egress 		

Second Floor

First Floor

First Floor Plan for Egress and Access

Second Floor Plan for Egress and Access
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Research
Research was conducted during site visits and interviews with personnel at grocery markets, cooking centers, community wellness
centers, meal preparation stores, organic food outlets, and the Visual Arts Center – the site for Green Beans. The following is a list of
sites visited and interviews conducted:
Site
Ellwood Thompson’s, Richmond, VA

Persons Interviewed
Cyndi Watkins, Store Manager
Jason Williams, Manager of Visual Merchandising

Mise En Place, Richmond, VA
Mercy Health Center of North Canton, Ohio
Elevation Burger, Falls Church, VA
Visual Arts Center, Richmond, VA
My Girlfriend’s Kitchen
Whole Foods, Arlington, VA
Chipotle Mexican Grill
Park Slope Food Co-Op, Brooklyn, NY
Sur la Table, Richmond, VA

Christine Wansleben, Chef/Owner
Eldon Jones, Director, Center for Health Promotion
Hans Hess, Owner
Malinda Collier
Lala Marshall, Owner

Many design opportunities and programmatic ideas presented themselves throughout the site visits, interviews, and personal
experiences.
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Community Centers
•	The Visual Arts Center provides many after school programs for children of Albert Hill middle school. This lead to the inclusion of
children’s cooking and nutritional learning areas in the design of Green Beans.
•	Healthy living centers such as Mercy Health Center offer a well-rounded atmosphere of nutritional education, wellness living (e.g.
quit smoking programs), physical rehabilitation, and a workout center for their communities. Mercy Health’s biggest problem is
getting the word out that they exist. The biggest advantage is that the center is able to make exercise and education available to
all members in a comfortable and encouraging environment.
Food options and alternatives
•	Organic and whole foods centers provide customers with the opportunity to buy food from local farmers and ranchers. Ellwood
Thompson’s advertises all of its items that are sourced from 100 miles or less. Supply and demand exists to the extent that local farmers
can make a living supplying seasonal produce and meat to retail outlets and customers have the option of eating seasonally and
organically throughout the year.
•	Many fast-food cum healthy eating alternatives have surfaced that satisfy consumer demand for humanely raised, organic meat
ingredients to their products. Chipotle Mexican Grill and Elevation Burger are two such examples that provide consumers with a
healthier choice for eating on the run.
Meal preparation & cooking classes
•	There are many centers, such as My Girlfriend’s Kitchen, that make weekly or monthly meal preparation available. However, these
locations do not offer nutritional education, nor do they offer a place to shop for groceries. The biggest advantage for customers
is the convenience gained of preparing a week’s meals in advance that can be frozen or kept in the refrigerator.
•	A variety of cooking classes exist here in the Richmond area. From specific outlets such as Mise en Place to more of a general store
approach such as Sur La Table, many options exist for consumers to learn about braising meats, wines and food, setting a holiday
table with the perfect assortment of desserts, cooking ethnic cuisine, charcuterie, and basic cutlery skills 8. While many of these
classes sound interesting and serve the demand of accomplished at home cooks, they do not service the consumer who may be
intimidated by the kitchen, doesn’t know how to cook or where to start, and may not have time in their week to learn about Holiday
baking when preparing a meal for their family is more important.
Research was also conducted in a variety of academic publications including books on nutritional anthropology, health and weight
statistics, marketing nutrition, whole/organic cooking and the evolution of cooking over the last 100 years, kitchen design and usage,
the future of food, psychophysiology of human eating, consumerism in urban environments, human obesity, and the time-starved
American culture.
Specific design research was largely gathered from the above site visits and inspiration gathered from magazines such as Contract,
Metropolis, and Architect as well as books focused on exhibit, restaurant, café, and community design.
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Precedents

Precedent: Ellwood Thompson’s. Richmond, VA
Precedent: My Girlfriend’s Kitchen. Richmond, VA
Precedent: Mise en Place and Sur la Table. Richmond, VA
Precedent: Mercy Health Center. North Canton, OH
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Precedent: Ellwood Thompson’s
Richmond, Va
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Similar sites: Whole Foods and Food Co -Operatives
Ellwood Thompson’s aims to provide so much more than a grocery store to consumers. Committed to offering a selection of organic,
local, and sustainable products to customers, Ellwood Thompson’s also aims to provide education and tools to customers to help
create healthy communities.
Situated in 13,000 square feet of selling space at Ellwood and Thompson streets in the Museum District of Richmond, this local market
draws customers from all over the Greater Richmond area.
Remarkable traits:
Ellwood Thompson’s (ET) is committed to sourcing as many products as possible from local farmers and purveyors. Local is defined as
a 100 mile radius. Environmentally, ET’s energy needs are 100% wind power offset 9. ET is also working towards going paper and plastic
free in the next year.
The customer base is diverse as the offering of products. Vegetarians, vegans, omnivores, empty-nesters, families, and students all
descend upon ET for quality produce and meat products. Spanning the socioeconomic spectrum, ET accepts food stamps and
several food assistance programs – ensuring that organic and local food may be made available to anyone10.
Successes:
Ellwood Thompson’s is extremely successful when considering store layout, usage, and signage throughout the store. The displays are
clean and informational. The shelves are stocked hourly and the flow of the store is easily navigated by signage. The signage is of most
interest because not only does it provide department/way finding information but it also educates the consumer in a non-obtrusive
way about the products they are buying.
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Ellwood Thompson Store Layout
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Precedent: My Girlfriend’s Kitchen
Richmond, VA

My Girlfriend’s Kitchen is a meal preparation center that offers customers the convenience of coming into the store and prepping
meals for either freezer or refrigeration storage and cooking at a later time.
Remarkable traits:
My Girlfriend’s Kitchen provides a communal atmosphere where individuals and groups may convene to prepare dinners that are
ready for easy finishing at home. This saves the customer time and cleanup effort throughout the week during dinner time. Many of
the prepared meals and pick-up meals are of reasonable cost, much less so than restaurant or gourmet to-go dinner options.
Challenges:
Even though customers gain the convenience of having all of the ingredients pre-measured and in an arm’s reach of their prep station,
there is no nutritional education or instruction on cooking methods. Furthermore, many of these recipes include long ingredient lists,
where if one were preparing at home would take much longer. While convenience is paramount, it misses the mark in educating the
customer on preparing and cooking simply.
Successes:
My Girlfriend’s Kitchen uses whole food ingredients and minimal preservatives in the food prep menus. As mentioned before,
convenience is paramount to food preparation centers. Customers may make several weeks worth of dinners in a couple of hours
and know that they will provide themselves and family with a relatively nutritionally balanced meal.

				
Total Square Feet
1. Back of House Kitchen/Prep
2. Front of House / Customer Area
3. Individual Meal Prep Stations
4. Customer Supplies, etc
5. Common Area
6. Admin / Checkout
7. Lavatory

2046
713
1333
16 (each)
110
143
143
36
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Precedent: Mise en Place and Sur la Table
Richmond, VA

Mise En Place and Sur la Table, collectively known in this thesis research as “cooking classes” provide unique and specialized cooking
instruction to customers in a group format. Customers may learn how to sharpen knives, create a gourmet holiday dessert platter, or
perfectly roast a rack of lamb and what wine most favorably accompanies the dish.
Challenges:
The cooking classes offered mostly consist of intermediate and above level instruction and preparation and are not based on
convenience and simplicity. For those wishing to learn the fundamentals of cooking and simple meal preparation, these classes are
too advanced and will only bewilder the novice. Many recipes are expensive, rich on caloric content, and may contain ingredients
and exotics that are hard to find for the average grocery shopper.
Typical Cooking Class Design Layout:
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Precedent: Mercy Health Center
North Canton, OH
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Community wellness centers such as Mercy offer communities a great resource for healthful living, learning, and practice opportunities.
Mercy specifically offers nutritional education and dietary programs, sports medicine and post-surgery rehabilitation, exercise centers
and customized physical training, and wellness programs such as diabetes management or stop smoking assistance.
Remarkable traits:
Community centers provide a “safe” and “non-intimidating” environment for those seeking counseling or a place to exercise without
the social scrutiny of the typical gym crowd at more commercialized workout centers. Focused on wellness education and living,
Mercy is able to provide numerous programs to help people with a variety of health related problems and provide information and
counseling on many health topics.
Challenges:
The biggest challenge Mercy faces is awareness in the community. Many people associate Mercy Health Center with Mercy Medical
Center – the parent hospital in the area. Mercy Health is not a YMCA or Gold’s Gym, nor do they aspire to be. The goal is to appeal to
the population of Americans whom are overweight or facing
health challenges and don’t know where to start11.
Successes:
Through the Bio-Metrics Program Mercy offers participants the
counseling to lose weight and the nutritional information and
dietary plans to use for weekly shopping lists, portion control,
and make-at-home recipes that take under 15 minutes to
prepare. In conjunction with the nutritional component,
participants also meet with a personal trainer twice a week
in the Mercy workout center to learn about proper workout
regime and lean muscle building exercises. Bio-Metrics has
become incredibly popular and successful over the past
seven years not only for individuals but also their families12.
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Mercy Health Center

a.
b.

Goals & Needs

Goals & Needs
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Square Footage Allocation
c.

a.

GreenBeans

Adjacency

program

Green Beans Project Goals Aspire to:

Design – a multi-functional space that provides areas for cooking classes, meal preparation centers, nutritional education and
one-to-one counseling, and grocery shopping
Create – an intriguing and revitalized community space centralized around the awareness and practice of good nutrition and
healthy lifestyles
Promote – healthy living to customers of all ages
Cultivate – public interest in learning more about cooking and nutrition, a safe place where one does not have to be embarrassed of
not knowing how to cook, aware of proper nutrition, or how to effectively shop for weekly groceries
Encourage – a new awareness of healthy eating through group learning and support, a sense of community for customers, and an
enlightened and educated attitude about nutrition and easy meal preparation
Provide – the community at large a space for learning, sharing, and socializing around customs of food and eating simple and
healthy meals
In order to accomplish these goals the design must realize the challenge of bringing many disparate parts of cooking, eating, and
nutrition together in one cohesively designed space.
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Design Needs:
A plan that promotes curiosity and discovery of the many services that the center provides
• A façade that allows the public to see into the center to spark curiosity and interest
• An open floor plan for ease of traffic flow and exploration
•	Easy egress from several points, dependent on intention of the customer’s visit
A safe and comfortable space for nutritional counseling and education
• Private counseling offices for one-to-one coaching and conversation
•	Easily accessible nutritional information, interactive guides, literature stations, and demonstrations
A welcoming cooking café that promotes small group education and interaction
•	A large café space for customers to observe cooking demonstrations and prepare their own meals in a
café / restaurant-like setting.
•	A child-friendly and appropriately designed cooking arena for youth cooking demonstrations and interactive
education programs
An efficient means for customers to prepare meals for the week(s) ahead
•	A space large enough for 8 -10 individual meal preparation stations complete with refrigeration, food storage,
menu cards, and preparation and packaging tools
• Easy entry and exit to this space for customers who are singularly tasked with meal preparation upon any given visit
A community grocery / co - op that provides healthy produce, meats/poultry/fish, and dry- goods in a friendly marketplace environment
• Easy entry and exit for customers who are only grocery shopping
• Main Street facing displays and/or open windows to display and sell produce
• Efficient dock space for delivery and storage
• Flexible merchandising space for local farmers to merchandise and sell their produce
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Square Footage First Floor

Square Footage Second Floor
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Type of Space
Entry /
Welcome
Co-Op /
Grocery

Sq.
Footage
300 sq ft

Number of
People
varies

Furniture Needs

10,000 sq
ft of selling
space

15-20
employees
per shift

-Fresh food cases
-Frozen cases
-Refrigeration cases
-Display area for produce and
box/can items
-Interactive displays
-Aisles/shelving
-Large cooking area:
refrigerator, stove tops, oven,
prep spaces
-Counter/observation space for
participants
-Café style dining/seating
arrangments
-8 -10 meal stations: cold food
storage, cutting boards,
storage for tools/bowls,
measuring cups, etc
-Master area for supplies

Cooking Café 3,670 sq ft
& Back Kitchen

40-50
customers /
participants
1-2 instructors

Meal Prep
Stations

Interactive
Nutrition

1,200 sq ft

2,500 sq ft

8-10
participants

Adjacency
Co-Op
Interactive Nutrition
Cooking Café
Entry
Interactive Nutrition
Checkout

An open market of nutritious
food and preparation goods.
Foods are arranged sensibly
with nutritional and health
information available in each
sub-section

Main Street
Entry
Main Street

Prep Kitchen

Individual prep stations for
individuals or pairs to prepare
Back house storage/ weekly meals “to-go”
prep

1 roaming
instructor/
administrative
1-2 per shift
-Display space for information Nutritional
-Seating space for reading
Counseling
-Shelving space for showcased
products
-Adaptable “classroom” space
for group instruction/speakers
-Small library for journals, etc
-Two computer terminal
stations

30

Notes

A space for nutritional
demonstrations, community
education, featured
products, and overall wellness
awareness

GreenBeans
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Type of Space

Sq.
Footage
240 sq ft

Number of
People
1 counselor

Kids Cooking

600 sq ft

16 kids
2-4 instructors

Administrative

3,800 sq ft

Approx. 15
Admin staff

Nutritional
Counseling

Checkout

575 sq ft
each

Receiving

300 sq ft

Restrooms
– Personnel (3)
Restrooms
– Public (3)

36 1/2 ft per
each
26 1/2 ft per
each

4-5 clerks
2-3 baggers

2-3

Furniture Needs

Adjacency

Notes

Private Office

Interactive Nutrition

-Smaller sized food prep for
tables for small groups
-Kid friendly tools/bowls
-Central food area for supplies
-Refrigeration
-Stove Top
-Oven
-Office furniture
-Supplies
-Breakroom
-2 areas with 3-5 checkout
lanes each
-Cash registers
-Bagging area
-Check-in desk
-Computer station

Main Street/
windows

Personal and private
nutritional counseling for
individuals
A “youth-size” demonstration
and interactive area to
engage kids in the cooking
and meal preparation
process

Breakroom
Restrooms
Co-Op

4 total checkout lanes

Meal Prep
Food Prep/Storage

For deliveries
Individual restrooms
ADA compliant
Individual restrooms
ADA compliant
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c.

Adjacencies

Very important
Somewhat Important
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Entry / Welcome
Co-Op/Grocery
Cooking Café
Meal Prep Stations
Interactive Nutrition Area
Nutrional Counseling
Kids Cooking
Checkout
Employee Breakroom
Administrative Offices
Back house / food prep
Back house / storage
Receiving

Very important
Somewhat Important
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Concept Development
& Schematic Design

a.
b.

Bubble Diagrams

Concept Development
c.

Schematic Design
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a.

Bubble Diagrams

Initial bubble diagrams were explored based solely on hierarchy of space and hierarchal relationships between
the programmed spaces.

Bubble Diagram

Bubble Diagram

Private and Public spaces

Daylight needs
Customer
Service

customer
service

Bubble Diagram

Back
house /
storage

general
Customer
Service

Kids
Play
Meal
Prep
Stations

Employee
Breakroom

Entry /
Welcome

Admin
offices

checkout

cooking
class

Classroom

Checkout

Interactive
Nutrition
Area

interactive
nutrition
Area

Kids
Cooking
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b.

Concept Development

Original concepts were based upon the linkages that could exist within the space. How to link each of the
spaces to one another to encourage customers to explore and engage with multiple areas of the building?
Is there a hierarchial relationship present?
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c.

Schematic Design

Initial floor plans included the Interactive Nutrition and
Education on the first floor, across from the Grocery / CoOp. The remaining spaces: cooking class, meal prep, etc.
were placed on the second floor.

Initial floor plans were flawed. By placing the Interactive
Nutrition and Education Center on the first floor, the design
was not fully taking advantage of the Main Street facing
windows and the opportunity the windows provided to
lure potential customers to the space. New floor plans
were drawn, and the decision was made to move the
Interactive Nutrition and Education upstairs and create
“The Pod” – the interactive cooking café on the first floor.
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Design Development
a.

Design Development
b.

Materials Schedule
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a.

Design Development

GreenBeans
Green Beans, the neiGhBorhood Co -op, CookinG, and nutritional livinG Center

CoNCEPT

ExisTiNg siTE

Taking the time to learn how to eat healthfully and prepare
nutritious meals has become a problem in today’s modern living.
66 percent of American adults are overweight and 19 percent of
american children are overweight. Constrained by the demands
of work, raising families, and other daily commitments leaves little
time for taking care of one’s nutritional needs in a simple, healthy,
and efficient manner.

1812 West Main Street. Richmond, Va.

green Beans is a neighborhood center that warmly invites customers
to learn about the importance of nutrition and the effects food
choices have on their overall health, how to shop for healthy food
choices, and participate in interactive cooking classes designed for
simple, delicious, and nutritious meals. Customers will also have the
opportunity to seek nutritional counseling advice and participate
in weekly meal preparation activities.

The existing site is currently the home to the Visual arts Center
of richmond. Located on the southern boundary of richmond’s
Fan neighborhood, the urban location and rich diversity of socioeconomic resident population is ideal for green Beans.

21,559 square feet per floor
2 floors

Program
green Beans is located in the Fan district of richmond, Va. The
design focuses on promoting healthy living to all neighborhood
residents. Customers may use the center to shop for weekly
groceries, learn to cook simple and healthful meals, learn about
nutrition, and meet individually with counselors; all in a community
setting.

Co -op and GroCery

Neighborhood grocery center focused on stocking healthy, local,
and minimally processed food items.
The marketplace layout also includes 5 meal stations where
customers will find weekly recipes and ingredients for preparing 5
nutritious meals for the week ahead.
Existing Front (south facing) Elevation

Customers have the choice to join the co-op and work at the
center in exchange for a discount on groceries.

the pod – interaCtive CookinG Café

The intermingling of a neighborhood restaurant and interactive
cooking classes.
Customers come to The Pod to learn about and prepare their own
meals in a neighborhood café setting. after meal preparation is
mostly complete, customers sit down and The Pod staff finishes the
preparation and serves customers their dinner.

interaCtive nutritional eduCation and resourCe Center

Education center provides easily accessible nutritional and healthy
living information, interactive guides, literature stations, computer
terminals, and guest speakers.
Private counseling office for one-to-one nutritional coaching and
conversation.

Children’s CookinG kitChen and Classes

For the younger chef, a dedicated space to learn about nutrition
through interactive cooking classes with instructors.

Meal preparation kitChen

Customers may come to the meal prep kitchen to assemble meals
for the weeks ahead. menus change regularly and all madeahead meals are designed towards healthy living.

adMinistrative offiCes

Office space for 15 – 20 administrative employees, located on the
2nd floor with easy access to all customer-facing areas of Green
Beans.

reCeivinG and storaGe

Food storage is located on both floors to better accommodate the
needs of all of the center’s components.

Existing Building First Floor

Existing Building second Floor
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Green Beans, the neiGhBorhood Co -op, CookinG, and nutritional livinG Center

maTEriaL samPLEs
Program sPaCEs
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Co -op and GroCery
the pod – interaCtive CookinG Café
interaCtive nutritional eduCation and resourCe Center
Children’s CookinG kitChen and Classes
Meal preparation kitChen
adMinistrative offiCes
reCeivinG and storaGe

green Beans First Floor Plan

green Beans second Floor Plan
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THE Pod Program

maTEriaL samPLEs

3670 square Feet
aCCoMModates 40-50 CustoMers at onCe
Fully staffed with cooking instructors, servers, host, and
back kitchen staff
The Pod Café is an interactive cooking and dining experience for
neighborhood patrons. Customers come to the Café to learn to
prepare their meals in an instructor lead session. Patrons chop,
assemble, and sauté their meals to near completion. servers then
invite customers to sit down and relax while final presentation of
their meals is completed – allowing them to relax and enjoy their
dining experience.

View from main street Entrance

Section of The Pod Café & West Side of the Co-Op
The Pod Café Floor Plan
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Green Beans, the neiGhBorhood Co -op, CookinG, and nutritional livinG Center

View from The Pod Café Entrance

View from main street

maTEriaL samPLEs

View from Nutritional Education above
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Co-op aNd groCEry Program

ProCEss

11,000 square feet of sellinG spaCe
5500 square feet of BaCk of house and reCeivinG spaCe
fully

staffed with
personnel

Co -op

CustoMer serviCe, and BaCk of house

The Co-op and grocery provides customers with a healthy
selection of nutritious and minimally processed food in a
neighborhood marketplace setting. The Co-op is designed to
maximize the main street facing window views to the south and
the east. Throughout the space customers will find a series of 5 meal
stations. meal stations are designed for one-stop meal preparation:
recipe cards, all of the ingredients needed for the meal, and helpful
nutritional tips.

View from main street Entrance

section of Co-op from main street Entrance looking East
Co-op and grocery Floor Plan
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Green Beans, the neiGhBorhood Co -op, CookinG, and nutritional livinG Center

View from the Northeast Cheese Counter

View from Nutritional Education above

maTEriaL samPLEs

section of Co-Op from East side Entrance
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b.

Materials Schedule

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

The Pod Café Flooring 1
The Pod Café Flooring 2
The Pod Café – Table Tops
The Pod Café – countertop surface 1
The Pod Café – countertop surface 2
Entrance Flooring
Grocery / Co-Op Flooring
Grocery / Co-Op Marketplace Displays
First Floor Dropped Ceiling Treatment
2nd Floor Flooring 1 (not programmed)
2nd Floor Flooring 2 (not programmed)

Plyboo - Neopolitan
Plyboo – Strand Dark
Plyboo – Plywood Honey
Zodiak Quartz – Glacier White
Armstrong -- Stainless Steel
Poured Concrete
Floorazzo – multi purple
Plyboo
3 Form Resin – Lawn, custom design
Expanko Cork
Marmoleum – Multiple Colors
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1 NCHS 2006 Obesity study
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6 Interview with Melinda Collier, Visual Arts Center
7 Interview with Melinda Collier, Visual Arts Center
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